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Ins ection Summar :

Inspection on November 10 throu h December 17 1991 Re ort Numbers
/ 9- an

Areas Inspected; Routine, onsite, regular and backshift inspection by the
three resident inspectors, and one inspector from the Region V staff.. Areas
inspected included: review of plant activities; engineered safety feature
system walkdown - Unit 1; surveillance testing - Units 1 and 3; plant
maintenance - Units 2 and 3; engineered safety features (ESF) actuations-
Units 1 and 3; reactor vessel level not controlled - Unit 2; refueling machine
impact on reactor cavity pool seal bolt - Unit 2; steam generator Eddy current
testing potential loose parts indications - Unit 2; reactor trip due to
flashover on main transformer and core protection calculator design flaw-
Unit 3; Foxboro cabinets not seismically qualified - Units 1, 2, and 3; and
review of licensee event reports - Units 1, 2, and 3.

During this inspection the following Inspection Procedures were utilized:
30702, 51332, 60710, 61726, 62703, 71707, 71710, 92700, 92701, and 93702.

Results: Of the areas inspected, 1 cited violation was identified with
one example in Units 1, 2, and 3. The violation pertains to the failure to
follow procedures. The Unit 1 and Unit 3 events involved inadvertent Balance
of Plant (BOP) ESFAS actuations of Control Room Essential Filtration System.
(See Paragraph 7). The third example involved overfilling the Unit 2 reactor
vessel. (See Paragraph 8).
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General Conclusions and Specific Findin s:

Si nificant Safet Matters: None

Summar of Violations:

Summar of Deviations:

1 Cited Violation - Units 1, 2, and 3

None

0 en Items Summar:

Stren ths Noted:

5 items closed,
0 items left open, and
1 new'item opened.

The licensee's analysis of the reactor protection system response to the Unit
3 reactor trip was thorough, identifying a design error in the software.
Also, the l.icensee has made significant progress in reducing the number of lit
control room annunciators in Unit 3.

Weaknesses Noted:

Personnel performance deficiencies resulted in several plant events, includingt Engineered Safety Features .(ESF) actuations in Units 1 and 3, loss of control
of reactor vessel level in Unit 2, and a minor refueling machine collision.
Additionally, durino this time period, several deficiencies were identified by
an Augmented Inspection Team related to a crane contacting power lines in the
Unit 3 transformer area (see Inspection Report 528/91-47).



- i. Persons Contacted
DETAILS

The below listed technical and supervisory personnel were among those
contacted:

Arizona Public. Service APS)='

R. Adney,
J. N. Bailey,
B. Ballard,

¹T. Bradish,
¹J. Baxter,
¹W. Corcoran,
¹E. Dotson,* D. Douolass,

* D. Elkinton,
*¹R. Flood,
*¹R. Fullmer,* D. Gouge,
* S. Guthrie,
¹D. Hansen,
¹P. Hughes,

* W. Ide,
¹S. Kanter,
*J. Levine,
¹D. Nauldin,
¹C. McClain,

* G. Overbeck,
+ R. Prabhakar,
* C. Russo,
*¹R. Rouse,
* J. Schmadeke,

N. Shea,
* R. Sorensen,
* C. Stevens,
* R. Younger,

Plant Manager, Unit 3
Vice President, Nuclear Safety & Licensing
Special Assistant to Executive Vice-President Nuclear
Nanaaer, Compliance
Engineer, Compli.ance.
Principal Disdiyline Enaineer, =ISI/IST
Director, Engineering
Auditor., l}uality Audits
Tech. Specialist guality Assurance/RP Chem. Nonitorino
Plant Nanaoer, Unit 2
Manager, guality Audits and Monitoring
Gen. Mgr., Plant Support and Chairman, Plant Review Bd.
Site Director, (}uality Assurance (gA)
Supervisor, ISI/IST
General Nanaoer, Radiations Protection
Plant Manager, Unit 1
Senior Coordinator, Management Services
Vice President, Nuclear Power Production
Director, Site Maintenance & Nods
Manager, Technical Training
Site Director, Technical Support (STS)
Manager, equality Engineering
Nanager, (}uality Control
Supervisor, Compliance
Manager, Work Control Unit 3
Manager, Radiation Protection
Manager, Site Chemistry
Manager, Nuclear Engineering Analysis
Manager, Maintenance Standards

'ITE REPRESENTATIVES

2.

*¹J. Draper, Site Representative, Southern California Edison
* R. Henry, Site Representative, Salt River Project

The inspectors also talked with other licensee and contractor personnel
during the course of the inspection.

¹Personnel in attendance at the Exit meeting held with W. Ang on
December 6, 1991.

*Personnel in attendance at the Exit meeting held with the NRC Resident
Inspectors on December 24, 1991.

Previousl Identified Items - Units 1 2 and 3 (92701 and 92702

Units 1, 2, and 3 - None this report.





Review of Plant Activities 71707 and 93702)

A. 'nit 1

Unit 1 operated at 100,percent power throughout this reporting
period.

B. Unit 2

C.

Unit 2 entered this reporting per iod in the'midst of a refueling
outage, with all fuel removed from the reactor. Mode 6 was entered
on November 30, 1991, when the fuel reload commenced. Mode 5 was
entered on December 12, 1991. The Unit remained in Mode 5 for the
remainder of the reporting period.

Unit 3

Unit 3 began this reporting period operating at 100 percent power.
On November 14, 1991, a reactor trip occurred following an
electrical surge on the "A" phase of the main transformer durino an
electrical storm (See Paragraph 11). On November 15, 1991, two
partial losses of power occurred after a mobile crane came in*

contact with the 13.8 kV power lines 'supplying offsite power to the
unit, resulting in a loss of forced circulation (see Augumented
Inspection Team Inspection. Report 91-49). The reactor was
restarted on November 25, 1991, going critical at 11:22 PM (MST).
Mode 1 was entered the same day, and the unit synchronized to the
grid on November 27, 1991. Power was increased to 100 percent on-
December 1, 1991, where it remained for the remainder of the reporting
period.

D. Plant Tours

The following plant areas at Units 1, 2, and 3 were toured by the
inspector during the inspection:

/

Auxiliary Building
Control Complex Building
Diesel Generator Building
Fuel Building
Main Steam Support Structure
Radwaste Building
Technical Support Center
Turbine Building
Yard Area and Perimeter

The following areas were observed during the tours:

( 1) Operatin Loos and Records - Records were reviewed against
Technical Specifications and administrative control procedure

'requirements.



(2) Monitorino Instrumenta'tion - Process instruments were observed
for correlation between channels and for conformance with
Technical Specificati,ons requirements.

The inspector noted significant progress, by the licensee in
reducing the number of lit annunicators in the Unit 3 control
room.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Shift Staffin - Control room and shift'taffing were observed
or con ormance with 10 CFR Part 50.54.(k), Technical

Specifications, and administrative procedures.

E ui ment Lineups .-','Various valves and electrical breakers were
verified to be in'the position or condition required by
Technical Specifications and administrative procedures for the
applicable plant mode.

Equipment Ta in - Selected equipment, for which tagging
requests had been initiated, was observed to verify that tags
were in place and the equipment was in the condition specified.

General Plant E uipment Conditions - Plant equipment was
o serve or in ica ions o sys em leakaoe, improper
lubrication, or other conditions that could prevent the systems
from fulfilling their 'functional requirements.-

Fire Protection - Fire fighting equipment and controls were
observed for conformance with Technical Specifications and
administrative procedures.

C i -Ch
conf ormance wi th Techni ca 1 Speci ficat ions and admini strati ve
control procedures.

'~Securit - Activities observed for conformance with regulatory
requirements, impleme'ntation of the site security plan, and
administrative procedures included vehicle and personnel
access, and protected and vital area integrity.

Plant Housekeepin - Plant conditions and material/equipment
storage were observed to determine the general state of
cleanliness and housekeeping.

Radiation Protection Controls - Areas observed included control
point operation, records of licensee's surveys within the
Radiological Controlled Areas (RCA), posting of radiation and

high radiation areas, compliance with Radiation Exposure
Permits (REP), personnel monitoring devices being properly
worn, and personnel frisking practices.

Shift Turnover - Shift turnovers and special evolution
briefinos were observed for effectiveness and thoroughness.

No violations of NRC requirements or deviations were identified.
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4. Engineered Safet Feature (ESF) S stem Malkdown - Unit 1 71710)

An engineered safety feature system was walked down by the inspector
to confirm that the system was 'aligned in accordance with plant procedures.

A. Unit 1

Essential Cooling Mater "A" and "B"

No violations of NRC requirements or deviations were identified.

5. Surveillance Testin - Units 1 and 3 (61726)

Selected surveillance tests requi'red to be performed by the Technical
Specifications (TS) were reviewed on a sampling basis to verify that: 1)
The surveillance tests were correctly included on the facility schedule;
2) A technically adequate procedure existed for performance of the
surveillance tests; 3) The surveillance tests had been performed at the
frequency specified in the TS; and 4) Test results satisfied acceptance
criteria or were properly dispositioned.

Specifically, portions of the following survei llances were observed by
the inspector during this inspection period:

A. Unit 1

Procedure
444ST- UG02

Description
0 Bn « .8.1.1.2.

B. Unit 3

Procedure
43ST-3DG02
43ST-3SG05

Description
Diesel Generator "B" Test 4.8.1. 1.2.A
Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADV) Nitrogen Accumulator
Drop Test

No violations of NRC requirements or deviations were identified.

6. Plant Maintenance - Units 2 and 3 62703

During the inspection period, the inspector observed and reviewed
selected documentation associated with maintenance and problem
investigation activities listed below to verify compliance with
regulatory requirements, compliance with administrative and maintenance
procedures, required guality Assurance/guality Control involvement,
proper use of safety tags, proper equipment alignment and use of jumpers,
personnel qualifications, and proper retesting.
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The inspector verified that repcrtability for these activities was
correct.

Specifically, the inspector. witnessed portions of the following
maintenance activities:.

A. Unit 2

Calibration of Rosemont Pressure Transmitter for "2B" Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Bleedoff Indication

B. Unit 3

7.

Troubleshoot and Repair CEAC No. 1

No violations of NRC requirements or deviations were identified.

Engineered Safet Features (ESF Actuations - Units 1 and 3 92700)

On November 18, 1991, during surveillance testing of a radiation monitor
in Unit 3, a Control Room Essential Filtration Actuation Signal (CREFAS)
was inadvertently generated when an operator failed to verify that the
trip signals from the monitors were. cleared before removing the CREFAS

bypass on the ESF actuation system. The surveillance testing was being
performed on RU-29, the "A" Control Room Ventilation Intake radiation
monit'or, per procedure 36ST-9SQ01, "Radiation Monitoring Monthly

, Functional Test Procedure." The operator recognized his error and again
bypassed the CREFAS module before all equipment had actuated. The bypass

.was removed again to allow the equipment to actuate and to return the
system to a known alignment. The actual procedural steps requiring
verification that no trips are in before removing the bypass are
contained in procedure 430P-3SAOl, "BOP ESFAS Modules Oper'ation."

On December 5, 1991, the i,dentical sequence occurred in Unit 3, also
causing a CREFAS. The failure to perform the required verification steps
are two examples of an apparent violation of NRC Requirements (Violation
528; 529; 530/91-41-01).

The licensee initiated Condition Report/Disposition Requests (CRDRs)
1-1-0165 and 3-1-0211 to document investigations of the Unit 1 and Unit 3

events, respectively. The licensee determined that both operators made

coanitive errors by not performing the procedural step.

A similar event occurred in Unit 2 on November 13, 1990 (See Inspection
Report 528/90-46, Paragraph 11).

The inspector concluded that while the licensee's immediate response to
the events was appropriate, actions to prevent. recurrence were not
effective.

One violation, with two examples, of NRC requirements was identified.



0'eactor Vessel Level Not Controlled - Unit 2.(71707

On December 12, 1991, a Unit 2 Reactor Operator allowed reactor coolant
',system level to rise above the designated level, permitting reactor
coolant to overflow across the reactor vessel flange. This necessitated
the lifting the reactor vessel head so the stud holes could be cleaned
and dried before the head could be reinstalled and tensioned. Prior to
the event the vessel level was being controlled manually because the
charging system was lined up for seal injection with letdown secured.

*

In accordance with procedure 420P-2Z212, the operator was instructed to
maintain reactor vessel level at 114 feet. The operator inadvertantly
failed to observe his indications allowing the vessel level to rise
above 114 feet. The loss of:control of reactor vessel level is another
example of failure to follow'rocedures as detailed in apparent violation
528; 529; 530/91-41-01. The licensee initiated Condition Report/
Dispos'ition Request (CRDR) 2-1-0255 to investigate this event.

One apparent violation of NRC requirements was identified.

Refuelin Machine Im act on Reactor Cavit Pool Seal Bolt - Unit 2
93702

On December 2, 1991, at approximately 1:00 AM, (MST), the Unit 2
refueling crew was moving the 78th fuel assembly to its core location in
the reload sequence, when a collision was felt and the refueling machine
stopped due to a blown fuse.

The refuelino crew's investigation determined that the hoist box which
contains the fuel assembly had stopped approximately one inch short of
its fully raised position within the refueling machine mast structure.

In this condition, as the machine was traversing from the upender to the
core, the lowest tip of the hoist box struck a bolt which was part of the
reactor cavity seal, and blew a 10 amp fuse in the motor drive circuit,
thus stopping the machine.

Unit management was notified and following underwater camera inspections,
the hoist box was manually raised to its fully raised position, then the
machine was hand cranked back to the upender, where the fuel assembly was

monitored via underwater camera while being lowered into the upender .

Subsequent investigation revealed no significant damage to the refueling
machine or cavity seal, althouoh scratch marks were seen at the point of
impact on the hoist box spreader, which'is the lowest portion of the hoist
box. The licensee also determined that a loosened cable in the vicinity
oF the upper limit switch had prematurely stopped the automatic raising
of the hoist box by becoming positioned between the limit switch and the
arm which contacts it. The loosened cable was subsequently secured.

The inspector noted that refueling machine operators have a digital
readout of hoist box height in addition to the limit switch position
light indication. When the limit switch light became lit as the hoist
box raised fuel assembly No. 78 from the upender', operators failed to
notice the digital readout was approximately one inch lower. The

inspector noted that the procedure did not require a check between these
two indications. The inspector concluded that good work practices would



sugaest that operators utilize multiple indications, if possible, to
confirm the status of their equipment, and that in this case operators
failed to do so. The licensee modi'fied the procedure to require this
check.

The inspector noted that there was apparently no negative effect on
the operation of the reactor cavity pool seal. The 1 1/4 inch bolt that
was struck is one of 48 such bolts used by 24 strongbacks. The
strongbacks act to position a ring assembly which nearly fills the gap
between the vessel flange and cavity floor. Two elastomer wedge rings
seal the remaining two gaps, and are inflated from underneath so as to
draw the wedge more tightly into .the gap. The bolt which was struck is
used to adjust the height of;the ting assembly with respect to the vessel
flange and cavity,floor, then is 'tack welded to the strongback, The
licensee stated that the cavity seal is designed to remain functional

" after being impacted by 'a dropped fuel assembly.

The inspector concluded that poor operator work practices contributed to
this event and that although the reactor cavity seal appears resistant to
impacts such as this one, refueling operations should be more sensitive
to the potential for cavity pool seal degradation. Licensee management
acknowledged these comments.

No violations of NRC re'quirements were identified.

Steam Generator SG Edd Current Testin ECT Potential Loose Parts
PLP Indications - Unit 2 92700

SG ECT performed during the current outage identified potential loose
parts inside both SGs.on the secondary side. Some of the identified
PLPs were associated with wear indications on adjacent SG tubes and
resulted in the licensee's plugging and staking four tubes in SG 21 and
three tubes in SG 22 during the current outage; The worst case wear was
identified in SG 21 tube 49/6, which was determined to have 83 percent
wall thickness reduction in the vicinity of the PLP. Tubes adjacent to
PLPs which were determined to have no wear associated with the PLPs were
not plugged. The licensee performed engineering evaluations on all PLPs

identified during this outage that resulted in wear on adjacent tubes.
Previous outage ECTs had also identified PLPs and adjacent tubes that had
wear indications were plugged at that time. - However, tube 51/170 in
SG 21, which was determined to have a 33 percent wear associated with a

PLP in 1988, was plugged but not staked. Licensee evaluations of all
Unit 2 PLPs were reviewed and discussed during an NRC/APS management
meeting on December 18, 1991. Licensee evaluations and corrective
actions had been referred to NRR for review.

No violations of NRC requirements were identified.

Reactor Tri Due to Flashover on Nain Transformer and Core Protection
Ca cu ator Desi n F aw - Unit 3 9

On November 14, 1991, Unit 3 was in Node 1 at 100 percent power. The

Control Element Assembly Calculator (CEAC) No. 1 had been declared
inoperable for troubleshooting and CEAC No. 1 inputs had been removed

from all four Core Protection Calculators (CPCs). Channel "A" CPC was

inoperable due to spurious pretrips/trips and was manually placed into
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the bypass condition in order for Instrument and Control (I8C) personnel
to perform the required monthly surveillance test 36ST-3SE06, "Log Power
Functional Test." All control systems were in automatic with no other
major equipment out of service.

A thunderstorm was in progress. An electrical disturbance, probably due
to a lightning strike on, the "A" phase main transformer, caused generator

.and turbine trips. A large fireball was observed rising from the
transformer. This load rejection caused a subsequent Steam Byp'ass
Control System (SBCS) quick open and generated a Reactor Power Cutback
(RPCB) signal. Regulating group 5 dropped into the core as designed for
this time in core life. -Operators placed control rods. in "manual
sequential" and regulating group 4 was driven into the core to control
RCS temperature.

'I

With CPC Channel "A" in the tripped condition, the 1 out of 2.logic
req'uired for a reactor trip was 'met when Channel "O" CPC tripped on Low
Oeparture from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (ONBR) due to a greater than 9.9
inch regulating group 4 subgroup deviation (Regulating group 4.is
composed of subgroups 5 and 22). At the time of the trip, subgroup 22. was
determined to be 11 inches lower than subgroup 5.

The licensee's investigation was unable to identify a cause for
subgroup 22 slipping approximately 11 inches into the core. The licensee
identified that subsequent to the RPCB, the slippage of subgroup 22
created a condition (subgroups 5 and 22 deviating more than 9.9 inches)
which would normally cause the CPCs to generate a reactor trip. However,
the motion of the subgroup 22 .CEAs as they slipped eleven inches within
0.5 seconds was inappropriately seen by the CPCs as a second RPCB, which
delayed for 16 seconds the use of rod shadowing adjustments, out-'of-sequence,
and subgroup deviation penalty factors from being used in CPC calculations.
It iso prevents the planar radial peaking factors (Fxy) from increasing
to reflect CEA insertion. When the 16 second timer ended, the penal y

a so
t

factors were applied, since the subgroup deviation still existed, and the
reactor tripped as expected.

The 16 second delay functioned as designed during the actual RPCB to
allow the dropped regulating group 5 rods to bottom (and therefore be

symmetrical) and core power to be reduced such that the RPCB could be
f 1 and not cause a reactor trip unnecessarily. Neither the

licensee nor the CPC vendor previously anticipated the poss ibilit~ of a

second inadvertent delay of a reactor trip due to short term slippage
(less than 0.5 seconds) of CEAs. Had the CEAs continued to slip past
0.5 second, the penalty factors would have been reapplied as soon as CEAs

bottomed (about 3 seconds) or otherwise stopped drop'ping.

Licensee management discussed these findings with the NRC on November 19,
1991. Subsequently, the licensee reduced the RPCB timer setting from
16 seconds to zero, thus eliminating the potential for recurrence, but
also nearly eliminating the possibility of sustaining a RPCB without a

reactor trip.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's assessment of the direct safety
sionificance of this event. The licensee concluded that, based on



computer modeling, the planar radial peaking factors (Fxy) would not have
chanaed following the subgroup deviation, therefore there was no nuclear-
related need for a reactor trip.
Based on discussions, with licensee personnel, the inspector determined
that the CPC software is not designed to differentiate between CEAs
dropping due to a valid RPCB and Regulati'ng group 5* CEAs dropping fully
or Regulating group 4 or 5 slipping and stopping within 0.5 second.
Thus, an inadvertent CEA drop of regulating group 5 (case 1) or a slip
of CEA regulating group 4 or 5 of at least 0.2 seconds, but which stops
within 0.5 second (case 2), would still cause the 16 second blocking of
appropriate penalty factors designed to assure a conservative reactor trip
signal is generated.. During the .event on November 14, 1991, case 2 (with
regulating group 4) occurred for'n unknown reason subsequent to a valid
RPCB condition, causing CPCs to delay processing of penalty factors which
would have caused a reactor trip. This occurred even though the valid
RPCB condition already had properly initiated the first time delay and
the appropriate 16 second delay had just been completed. During the
second inadvertent delay, as well as the first delay, the CPCs were still
processing other plant inputs (i.e., RCS pressure, temperatures, neutron
power, etc.) and would have. generated reactor trips if DNBR, LPD, or
neutron'power signals reached setpoints.

The inspector concluded that 1) the Unit 3 trip of November 14, 1991, was
not necessitated by an actual nuclear safety related need to trip, 2)
that the CPC/CEACs functioned as designed, 3) that the licensee
identified plant conditions which could occur but would be misinterpreted
by the CPCs and inadvertently delay a reactor trip intended by design,
and 4) the licensee's corrective action to reduce the timer constant to
zero appeared to provide adequate assurance that this event would not
recur .

This event was discussed with the licensee, NRC Region Y, and NRR during
a tele-conference on November 25, 1991. At the conclusion of this call
the NRC concurred with the licensee's interim action and the licensee
committed to discuss the results of further analysis intended to restore
the timer setting to greater than zero prior to implementing such a

change.

No'iolations of NRC requirements were identified;

12. Foxboro Cabinets not Seismicall Qualified - Units 1 2 and 3 - 71707)

The licensee was notified of problems at Arkansas Nuclear One and San

Onofre regarding the ihstallation of modules in Foxboro cabinets which
did not conform to the seismically tested configuration documented in
ouidance from Foxboro. The documented and as-tested configuration
required the installation of bumpers, rails, and dummy modules. APS

communication with San Onofre revealed that San Onofre had conducted
additional testing which demonstrated that with no bumpers and with one

missing dummy module the tested Foxboro rack still passed seismic
qualifications. APS initially conducted an inspection of cabinets which
were involved in design changes. This inspection revealed many missing
bumpers, some missing rails, and two missing dummy modules. The missing
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dummy modules and rails were promptly installed. APS has expanded the
scope of this inspection to evaluate all accessible modules in all safety
related Foxboro cabinets. During this inspection missing rails and dummy
modules will be installed before the inspection proceeds to subsequent
cabinets. Inaccessible modules which can'not be made accessible due to
plant conditions will be inspected at'he next refueling outage. While
this inspection was not complete prior to the end of this inspection
period, missing rails had been identified in cabinets which had not been
involved in design changes 'in Unit 3. The inspection in Unit 2 will be
complete prior to restart. The licensee has determined that the bumpers
are not required for seismic qualification, but is considering

. installation of bumpers to establish consistency between actual and
design configurations. The licensee committed to either perform the
inspections in Units 1 and 3 by January 31, 1992, or to justify deferral,
of incomplete inspections. The inspector concluded that this corrective
action appears appropriate.

No violations of NRC requirements or deviations were identified.

13. Review of Licensee Event Re orts - Units 1 2 and 3 (92700

The following LERs were reviewed by the Resident Inspectors.
A. Unit 1

Closed) 528/88-16-Ll/L2/L3: "Reactor Tri Followin Earlier Than
Antic>pate -Crstsca >t " 92 0

These LER supplements address changes to corrective actions
following the May 14, 1988, criticality event in Unit 1; This event
and the corrective actions were evaluated and documented in NRC

Inspection Reports 528/88-20 and 528/88-41. These LERs are closed
on the basis of previous reviews.

B. Unit 3

(1) Closed) LER 530/91-08-LO: "Reactor Trip Due to Li htnin Induced
Electrical Fau t" 92700

This November 14, 1991, event is discussed in paragraph 11 of this
inspection report, and in Inspection Report 530/91-47. This LER is
closed on the basis of these reviews.

1(2) Closed LER 530/91-09-LO: "Inadvertent Control Room Essential
Filtration ESF Actuation" 92IOO

This November 18, 1991, event is discussed in Paragraph 7 of this
inspection report. This LER is closed on the basis of that review.

14. ~E

An Exit meeting was held on December 24, 1991, with licensee management

during which the observations and conclusions in this report were

generally discussed. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any
materials provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection.
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